
SSREFLECT RE WRITE AS A LOGARITHMIC EQUATION

Exponential equations can be written in logarithmic form and have an inverse. Basically, logarithmic functions are the
inverse of exponential functions.

Furthermore, many lemmas on the library require a fair amount of machinery to be developed on their own -
for example, showing that there are exactly n! Lemma finvK : cancel finv f. As we will see, having good
library support can help a lot when doing mechanized proofs, even for such simple results as this one. Before
starting, I should point out that this is the first post in this blog to use the Ssreflect and the Mathematical
Components MathComp libraries. Strictly speaking, both comparisons and perms give upper bounds on the
values they should compute, but this does not affect us in any crucial way. Well, in Coq, subtraction on the
natural numbers isn't really subtraction: it is actually truncated. By restricting the argument type, we can write
an inverse function finv that takes an arbitrary nat and returns another number that is greater than 2. Indeed,
the MathComp definitions enable many useful, higher-level reasoning principles that don't come for free in
Coq, such as extensional and decidable equality. Doing the last step is a bit trickier, as we don't have a proof
of Stirling's approximation we can use. Given an algorithm a and an input array xs of length n, the function
compares the elements of a, following the appropriate branches along the way, until finding out how to
rearrange a's elements. The permutation in Done specifies how to rearrange the elements of the input array to
produce an answer. Require Import Ssreflect. Finally, to translate the above informal argument, we will need
some more definitions. The n parameter will be used later to track the length of the array that we are sorting.
You may then wonder "but wait a second, the natural numbers aren't closed under subtraction, so how can this
make sense? What this means in practice is that you are always allowed to "subtract" two natural numbers and
get a natural number back, but in order for this subtraction make sense, the first argument needs to be greater
than the second. Let's analyze this declaration in detail. For our purposes, a comparison sort can be seen as a
binary tree: internal nodes indicate when a comparison between two elements occurs, with the right and left
branches telling how to proceed depending on its result. Ssreflect is an amazing Coq extension that brings
several improvements, including a nicer set of base tactics. That is, different permutations produce different
arrays. Hence, n! To conclude, the mysterious error message you got in the end has to do with Coq's rules
governing computational types, with live in Type, and propositional types, which live in Prop. Basics The
informal proof of this result is fairly simple: If a comparison sort is correct, then it must be capable of
shuffling an input vector of size n according to any of the n! Both libraries cover a wide range of theories,
including fairly sophisticated Mathematics - as a matter of fact, they are featured in the Coq formalization of
the Feit-Thompson theorem , known for its extremely complex and detailed proof. Two things that come in
handy here, in particular, are the theories of permutations and sets over finite types that are available in
MathComp. We'll begin our formalization by defining a convenient datatype for representing the execution of
a comparison sort. Then, we can prove lemmas fK and finvK, which assert that fK and finvK are inverses of
each other. We can then proceed with a straightforward although not completlely trivial inductive argument.
Bounding the number of permutations performed by an algorithm is simple, and amounts to invoking basic
lemmas about arithmetic and sets. Writing this function should be easy in any reasonable programming
language, and, fortunately, Coq is no exception. The idea is that, when running our algorithm, the i and j
arguments of Compare tell which elements of our array to compare. Lemma fK : cancel f finv. If you want,
however, you can restrict the domain of f to make its properties more pleasant.


